#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.

See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

Karen Tabb Dina, PhD @ProfessorTD
RT @DrKristie: Cardiac issues will end our lives as females 33% of the time, more than breast cancer ever will. #napsw2018 #healthcare #usx

Marnie Webb @webb
RT @StuckonSW: .@TheGoodrCo FTW! #macros #swtech #FoodInsecurity #SDOH #HITsm This #App Delivers Leftover Food To The Hungry Instead...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's chat starts in 5 min: #MarchForOurLives & Social Action with Youth https://t.co/KixsptYLM8 use hashtag #MacroSW to join the discussion.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the many extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat!

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's chat starts in 5 min: #MarchForOurLives & Social Action with Youth https://t.co/KixsptYLM8 use hashtag #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
5 minutes to #MacroSW & #MarchForOurLives! https://t.co/0Q8HJ6fzzA

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @amanmelles: "Macro #socialwork practice focuses on changing larger systems, such as communities and organizations. It encompasses...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/E8ksgkVfVb

Bill Walsh @wmwub2019
Hello! My name is Bill, and I am finishing my first year of my MSW next week! #macros

Bill Walsh @wmwub2019
Hello! My name is Bill, and I am finishing the first year of my MSW next week! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/MXwcLHiRMS

Samantha @samapied
Hi Samantha from UCLA MSW program here! #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/MXwcLHIRM5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz
Hello! Joining the chat from the @UBSSW program😊 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelitchcock @porndaughter

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi all! Nancy from @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@wmwub2019 Hi, Bill! Congrats on finishing half of your #MSW program! #macroSW

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
Hi all Todd from #UBSSW glad to be part of the chat #macrosw

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
Hello. Juliette here from UBSSW. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelitchcock @porndaughter

Tamarah Moss @TMoss_PhD
RT @husswcapp: Amazing guest lecture by @HU_socialwork Alumna Gabrielle Jackson, co-founder of UndocuBlack, on social work advocacy for un…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@socialworksage Hi Todd! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu If you are new to Macro #socialwork

David McCollum @VilleBananas
hi #macrosw

Vincent Cho @profvinnycho
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's chat starts in 5 min: #MarchForOurLives & Social Action with Youth https://t.co/KixsptYLM8 use hashtag #Macr
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

#MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! Check them out on the Publications page: https://t.co/bdXhkxHG3N

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@socialworksage Hi, Todd-Good to see you tonight- #macroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker

#MacroSW Hi, I'm Linda Grobman, publisher/editor of The New Social Worker magazine and #MacroSW media partner.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! (Giggle)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@jconsign213 Hello, Juliette! #macroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @pomdaughter

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! (Giggle)

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

@karenzgoda So exciting! Congratulations! 🎉🎈🎈 #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

Good evening! I'm Steve, a #MacroSW partner and clinical professor at University of Iowa. (Cue the requisite dig on our neighbor to the west) https://t.co/xSbbuKBa5E

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW #mylifeinhashtags https://t.co/mj3KYnxRUh

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW #mylifeinhashtags https://t.co/mj3KY...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! (Giggle)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@newsocialworker Hello, Linda - thanks for being such a good media partner to our #macroSW group!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

Hello, everyone! #macrosw https://t.co/SLT1SC1VyO

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda So exciting! Congratulations! 🎉🎈🎈 #macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Hello, everyone! #macrosw https://t.co/SLT1SC1VyO

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@wmwub2019 Congrats! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings Hi, Stephen (What's up with Nebraska? Is this a Midwest thing? #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: I wrote this piece with my #MacroSW colleagues --- Voices from the Field: Why We Have to Social Work This https://t.co/EC...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW #mylifeinhashtags https://t.co/mj3KY...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! (https://t.co/D9x4...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW #mylifeinhashtags https://t.co/mj3KY...

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excited for tonight's #MacroSW where we will discuss how we, as #SocialWorkers, engage with & participate in #SocialActivism with youth! https://t.co/JKKn8zJn8

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
This is Pat Shelly for Univ. at Buffalo - glad to be talking Youth #activism tonight! #macroSW https://t.co/B1dy6PHNGn

Rebecca Simari @r_simari
I'm Rebecca, MSW student from UB #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@spcummings @npquarterly Congratulation on this work! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SunyaFolayan Hello, Sunya! #macroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@UBSSW It is my pleasure. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excit...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
It's @poliSW on the official acct tonight. I'm an @acosaorg board member and I rep the org in the chat collab. I'm an advocacy and community outreach consultant and I teach advanced social work macro practice at SUNY SBU. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excit…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@r_simari Welcome to the chat. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW Hi Pat! ☝️ #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Be an agent of change! #MacroSW https://t.co/pdIljL4kx1

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
#MacroSW Hi! I'm Peggy from @UA_SocialWork!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excit…

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: It's @poliSW on the official acct tonight. I'm an @acosaorg board member and I rep the org in the chat collab. I'm an…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey y'all! I hope that the new month is being good to you! #MacroSW https://t.co/b8fDJ7098z

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @UBSSW: This is Pat Shelly for Univ. at Buffalo - glad to be talking #Youth #activism tonight! #macroSW https://t.co/B1dy8PHNGn

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: It's @poliSW on the official acct tonight. I'm an @acosaorg board member and I rep the org in the chat collab. I'm an…

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: This is Pat Shelly for Univ. at Buffalo - glad to be talking #Youth #activism tonight! #macroSW https://t.co/B1dy8PHNGn

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: First question! Q1: What does the summer mean for your life? How do you plan to engage in the practice of social work thi…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Be an agent of change! #MacroSW https://t.co/pdIljL4kx1

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excit…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @BeccaWinBurg: I believe you can social work pretty much anything. It might take a lot of research and planning, development and many…

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @newsocialworker Hello, Linda - thanks for being such a good media partner to our #macroSW group!
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Good evening! I'm Steve, a #MacroSW partner and clinical professor at University of Iowa. (Cue the requisite dig on our n

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@UBSSW It's a Big Ten Conference thing. Sorry. I sort of regret participating in it. #MacroSW https://t.co/evjEObZgAG

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey y'all! I hope that the new month is being good to you! #MacroSW https://t.co/b8fDJ7098z

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @plswails: #MacroSW Hi! I'm Peggy from @UA_SocialWork!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW also has two new publications this week, one in the journal Reflections and another in the Nonprofit Quarterly! (n

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@plswails @UA_SocialWork Welcome back Peggy! #MacroSW

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
I should add that I'm an Instructor and the Continuing Education Coordinator. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@VilissaThompson Well we can't all be as famous as you but so far so good. 🙃#macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@newsocialworker Hi, Linda! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: It's @poliSW on the official acct tonight. I'm an @acosaorg board member and I rep the org in the chat collab. I'm an..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@r_simari @OfficialMacroSW UB is in the house!! Hi, Rebecca - #macroSW @poliSW @acosaorg https://t.co/Z3AS3VyI3C

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@OfficialMacroSW @poliSW @acosaorg Greetings, Rachel! #macroSW

nerdlogic @nerdlogic0_o
RT @UBSSW: Just 30 minutes til we join the #MacroSW hat! Tonight: #YouthActivism and the #MarchForOurLives with Kim Hokanson, one c o...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's topic is Social Action with Youth & #MarchForOurLives: https://t.co/2aW0Xhq0M6 #MacroSW https://t.co/pFRU8vUd4h

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Youth today are increasingly involved in #activism. The best part is, you don't need to be a certain age to start. Excit...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Be an agent of change! #MacroSW https://t.co/pdljl4kkx1
Karen ⬅️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @plswails: I should add that I'm an Instructor and the Continuing Education Coordinator. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@VilissaThompson Good to see you, Vilissa! #macroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's topic is Social Action with Youth & #MarchForOurLives: https://t.co/2aW0Xhq0M6 #MacroSW https://t.co/pFRU8v

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@plswails What's today's topic? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
@plswails @karenzgoda @UA_SocialWork Hi, Peggy! You made quite a jump to the south! @uiowa #MacroSW

Karen ⬅️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Did you participate in #MarchForOurLives? Share your photos now! #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@SunyaFolayan Hi, Sunya! #MacroSW https://t.co/G8SzcvJI5j

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's topic is Social Action with Youth & #MarchForOurLives: https://t.co/2aW0Xhq0M6 #MacroSW https://t.co/pFRU8v

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@UBSSW Hello, Pat! :) #macrosw

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Hi. Badiah Wilson from UB here

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Did you participate in #MarchForOurLives? Share your photos now! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@lakeya_cherry @plswails #MarchForOurLives #Youth #Activism #MacroSW https://t.co/6rjh6akDzV

Karen ⬅️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our guest expert is @KimHokanson, one of the organizers for the #MarchForOurLives event in Boston (https://t.co/1mZbEMssBr) & she's sitting next to me at this cafe in Allston! #MacroSW https://t.co/HlPNNCQVej

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
@lakeya_cherry Social action in youth. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@WilsonBadiah Welcome. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest expert is @KimHokanson, one of the organizers for the #MarchForOurLives event in Boston (https://t.co/1mZbEl...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Kim (@kimhokanson) has been a child welfare social worker for over a decade. She is currently working on her doctorate in #socialwork @BCGSSW #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@UBSSW Good to see you too, Pat! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest expert is @KimHokanson, one of the organizers for the #MarchForOurLives event in Boston (https://t.co/1mZbEl...

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
Do we have a first question? #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Hi all. Michel here with Union University and I'm in Ohio. Any other OH based social workers on this chat? Glad to see you all. #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Hi all. Michel here with Union University and I'm in Ohio. Any other OH based social workers on this chat? Glad to see you all. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q1: What were your goals for the #MarchForOurLives event? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#MacroSW Sunya Folayan, chat partner in creative macro practice: getting it done! Glad to be here.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@karenzgoda My (Pat) personal photos: #Buffalo #MarchForOurLives #MacroSW https://t.co/qJhrZnzh3L

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: What were your goals for the #MarchForOurLives event? #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Harrisburg, PA. #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/VruS9eVKWA

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@WilsonBadiah Good to have you here, Badiah! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest expert is @KimHokanson, one of the organizers for the #MarchForOurLives event in Boston (https://t.co/1mZbEl...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@ColumbusFuneral Welcome Michel. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Amazing idea! #macrosw @acosaorg https://t.co/yYfMB3ubld

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A1 As a high school social worker intern: to get the kids involved on a political level!
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Kim (@kimhokanson) has been a child welfare social worker for over a decade. She is currently working on her doctorate in.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: Harrisburg, PA. #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/VruS9eVKWA

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Amazing idea! #macrosw @acosaorg https://t.co/2mLvkfAu7S https://t.co/2mLvkfAu7S

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
#MarchforOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was always to empower and support the youth in their goals. It was second nature to a social worker! #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @newsocialworker: Harrisburg, PA. #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/VruS9eVKWA

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW @karenzgoda Loved the photo in Mosaics today! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: #MacroSW Sunya Folayan, chat partner in creative macro practice: getting it done! Glad to be here.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: What were your goals for the #MarchForOurLives event? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Harrisburg, PA. #MacroSW #MarchForOurLives https://t.co/VruS9eVKWA

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
Having come from co-chairing Boston March for Science (@Mrch4ScienceBOS), I was able to use my experience with getting permits, fundraising, merchandise, and other behind the scenes support. #macrosw

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
Q1: My goals of attending our local march were to show support for youth in their fight to be heard. Their voices are so strong and I was so excited to hear them! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Proof that @kimhokanson is next to me 🙌 #MacroSW https://t.co/YaMMxcow5Q

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Hi! Rachel here from https://t.co/HCOCEpLwO. I'm loving seeing all the march signs! Motivating and inspiring #macrosw

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
Other seasoned supporters lent their experience in community organizing, marshaling, graphic design, social media, and more. #macrosw

Bill Walsh @wmwub2019
was anyone in this chat there? #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
Here's the story and pictures from #MarchForOurLives from Iowa City #MacroSW https://t.co/5Y9LiU6SYO

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: I didn’t march but my 12 year old did the March student walk. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Reminder that you need to include the hashtag #MacroSW in your tweets to be seen in the chat stream.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @jconsign213: Q1: My goals of attending our local march were to show support for youth in their fight to be heard. Their voices are so…

Rebecca Simari @r_simari
A1: To teach children that no matter how small they are, they have a voice. Activism is a conversation we have almost daily with our 3 year olc never too early to start! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MarchForOurLives: https://t.co/nJEu4J4HzF #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@wmwub2019 Yes. There are a few participants and the guest expert. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
A1.1. Express my anger at having to march/yell/scream/demand for rights in which I already marched/yelled/screamed and demanded (and gr Absorb total energy from women from all around the U.S. (I went to D.C.) 3. Go to D.C. for my 114th national march on Washington #MacroSwv

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @jconsign213: Q1: My goals of attending our local march were to show support for youth in their fight to be heard. Their voices are so…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
A1.1. Express my anger at having to march/yell/scream/demand for rights in which I already marched/yelled/screamed and demanded (and gr Absorb total energy from women from all around the U.S. (I went to D.C.) 3. Go to D.C. for my 114th national march on Washington #MacroSwv

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MarchForOurLives Vision statement #MacroSW https://t.co/PE4ldGLa6j

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @r_simari: A1: To teach children that no matter how small they are, they have a voice. Activism is a conversation we have almost daily w..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@mcoconis @acosaorg @stuckonsocialwork We have a soon-to-be-graduate that started a mobile food pantry: @SocialWorkDesk Matt Schv MSW ’18 ! https://t.co/XqaXHkeNwn #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MarchForOurLives Mission statement #MacroSW https://t.co/0tAZa8Ey2H

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A1 As a high school social worker intern: to get the kids involved on a political level!
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Here’s the story and pictures from #MarchForOurLives from Iowa City #MacroSW https://t.co/5Y9LiU6SYO

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: #MarchforOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was alw to...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MarchForOurLives Mission statement #MacroSW https://t.co/0tAZa8Ey2H

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: I didn’t march but my 12 year old did the March student walk. #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @ColumbusFuneral: Amazing idea! #macrosw @acosaorg https://t.co/2mLvkJn7S https://t.co/2mLvkJn7S

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: Having come from co-chairing Boston March for Science (@Mrch4ScienceBOS), I was able to use my experience with ge per...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Other seasoned supporters lent their experience in community organizing, marshaling, graphic design, social media, and

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jconsign213: Q1: My goals of attending our local march were to show support for youth in their fight to be heard. Their voices are so...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Proof that @kimhokanson is next to me 😃 #MacroSW https://t.co/YaMMxcow5Q

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Hi! Rachel here from https://t.co/HCOCSLePLwO. I’m loving seeing all the march signs! Motivating and inspiring #mocr

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@socialworkcomm Welcome #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: Other seasoned supporters lent their experience in community organizing, marshaling, graphic design, social media, and

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Proof that @kimhokanson is next to me 😃 #MacroSW https://t.co/YaMMxcow5Q

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: #MarchForOurLives Mission statement #MacroSW https://t.co/0tAZa8Ey2H

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...3%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=5%2F3%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Sarah.  @OSCAR_Myerz
A1: my goal for the #MarchForOurLives movement was to empower youth to be more involved in sharing their voice and opinions in a positive #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@wmwub2019 Yes, I (Pat) attended and many @UBSSW faculty were there...#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Here’s the story and pictures from #MarchForOurLives from Iowa City #MacroSW https://t.co/5Y9LiU6SYO

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @r_simart: A1: To teach children that no matter how small they are, they have a voice. Activism is a conversation we have almost daily w..

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kimhokanson: #MarchForOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was alw to...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kimhokanson: Having come from co-chairing Boston March for Science (@Mrch4ScienceBOS), I was able to use my experience with ge per...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MarchForOurLives: https://t.co/nJEu4J4HzF #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kimhokanson: Other seasoned supporters lent their experience in community organizing, marshaling, graphic design, social media, and

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @kimhokanson That photo could have been taken at any time. Where the time stamp? Where today’s newspaper. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: A1.1. Express my anger at having to march/yell/scream/demand for rights in which I already marched/yelled/screamed and demand…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: #MarchForOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was alw to…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MarchForOurLives Vision statement #MacroSW https://t.co/PE4ldGLa6j

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: Having come from co-chairing Boston March for Science (@Mrch4ScienceBOS), I was able to use my experience with ge per...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: Other seasoned supporters lent their experience in community organizing, marshaling, graphic design, social media, and
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MarchForOurLives Mission statement #MacroSW https://t.co/0tAZa8Ey2H

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw https://t.co/2aiAnVlytf

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A1: my goal for the #MarchForOurLives movement was to empower youth to be more involved in sharing their voice an opinion...

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
A1: Supporting youth in their activism. I agree - it is never too early to start. The sooner the better. Youth have been perpetually inspiring to me has just been a continuation of their strength. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jconsign213: A1: Supporting youth in their activism. I agree - it is never too early to start. The sooner the better. Youth have bee...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2: How did you involve youth in this work? #MacroSW https://t.co/xEsq2ycIV

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: Having come from co-chairing Boston March for Science (@Mrch4ScienceBOS), I was able to use my experience with ge per...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A1: my goal for the #MarchForOurLives movement was to empower youth to be more involved in sharing their voice an opinion...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: How did you involve youth in this work? #MacroSW https://t.co/xEsq2ycIV

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Many schools had their own walk-outs

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: How did you involve youth in this work? #MacroSW https://t.co/xEsq2ycIV

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Social Justice Youth Work: Actualizing Youth Rights: https://t.co/pOazJVPTZ9 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Social Justice Youth Work: Actualizing Youth Rights: https://t.co/pOazJVPTZ9 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @StuckonSW: .@TheGoodrCo FTW! #macrosw #swtech #FoodInsecurity #SDOH #HITsm This #App Delivers Leftover Food To The Hungry Instead...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
The role of youth engagement in positive youth development and social justice youth development for high-risk, marginalised youth: https://t.co/7gvLPHDSm #MacroSW
Bill Walsh @wmwub2019

Apologies for not realizing whose company I'm in! But I think that such events are incredible, if for nothing else but raising awareness and building solidarity among social workers and other ambitious citizens. #MacroSw

kimhokanson @kimhokanson

It was the other way around! Youth have always been in the lead, & they involved us supporters. For me, I was one of the 1st ones to offer support on FB event page. They welcomed help with the foundation laying things like permitting. I was honored to be on their team. #macrows

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @jconsign213: A1: Supporting youth in their activism. I agree - it is never too early to start. The sooner the better. Youth have bee...

Michel Coconis @mcoconis

A1. I know the right thing to say about education and activism is to promote youth empowerment & rights. I also want to say that doing so while having some recognition for the risks and rebellion we took to make that possible. I wanted to benefit from my own work>>> #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral

A1. I know the right thing to say about education and activism is to promote youth empowerment & rights. I also want to say that doing so while having some recognition for the risks and rebellion we took to make that possible. I wanted to benefit from my own work>>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @jconsign213: A1: Supporting youth in their activism. I agree - it is never too early to start. The sooner the better. Youth have bee...

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral

A1. I know the right thing to say about education and activism is to promote youth empowerment & rights. I also want to say that doing so while having some recognition for the risks and rebellion we took to make that possible. I wanted to benefit from my own work>>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @jconsign213: A1: Supporting youth in their activism. I agree - it is never too early to start. The sooner the better. Youth have bee...

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah

#MacroSW A2. Some kids we're already passionate about wanting to be proactive; others needed to feel their way around by expressing their feelings & opinions surrounding recent shootings first.

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213

A2: Having two kids, we are always in conversation about this stuff. I encouraged all of the kids I know to join in the fight and walk out. We also attended our local demonstration. Small but strong. #MacroSW

Kimhokanson @kimhokanson

Some of our @mfolboston youth leaders were somehow able to simultaneously organize this march but also school walk-outs, statehouse visits, and political listening sessions. These youth are incredible. #macrows

#MacroSw Moderator @OfficialMacroSw

RT @karenzgoda: The role of youth engagement in positive youth development and social justice youth development for high-risk, marginali...
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: The role of youth engagement in positive youth development and social justice youth development for high-risk, marginalised...

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
I think it is wise for us to prepare kids today for the fight they are going to be taking on over the next few years and beyond. #MacroSW

Dawn Carlson @CarlsonDawn
RT @kimhokanson: #MarchforOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was alw to...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@jconsign213 I agree! Before my daughter walked out we had a great conversation about why students were walking out and what she believe #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
#macrosw https://t.co/hgitAdxJub

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
A2. I might have addressed this in my other tweets. I think working and living for justice by voting with votes, feet, dollars, opportunity, and rule following and rule breaking have supported youth. I was a youth when I first started working on the ERA in 1980! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jconsign213: A2: Having two kids, we are always in conversation about this stuff. I encouraged all of the kids I know to join in the f...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A2 Some kids we're already passionate about wanting to be proactive; others needed to feel their way around e...

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
A2. I might have addressed this in my other tweets. I think working and living for justice by voting with votes, feet, dollars, opportunity, and rule following and rule breaking have supported youth. I was a youth when I first started working on the ERA in 1980! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@jconsign213 Knowing what you believe is the first step towards activism. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: The role of youth engagement in positive youth development and social justice youth development for high-risk, marginalised...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @wmwub2019: Apologies for not realizing whose company I'm in! But I think that such events are incredible, if for nothing else but rais...

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW I think this generation of kids are going to be great leaders in the future!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: It was the other way around! Youth have always been in the lead, & they involved us supporters. For me, I was one of the

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mcoconis: A2. I might have addressed this in my other tweets. I think working and living for justice by voting with votes, feet, dollar…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: A1. I know the right thing to say about education and activism is to promote youth empowerment & rights. I also want to say t

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Peggy L. Swails @p swal s
RT @socialworkcomm: #macrosw https://t.co/hgitAdxJub

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: Some of our @mfolboston youth leaders were somehow able to simultaneously organize this march but also school walk-

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @socialworkcomm: #macrosw https://t.co/hgitAdxJub

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: A2. I might have addressed this in my other tweets. I think working and living for justice by voting with votes, feet, dollar…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: >>> I know that sounds selfish and I chose to remain child-free so I have lived much of my life around adults (people over 18.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: #macrosw https://t.co/hgitAdxJub

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @jconsign213: I think it is wise for us to prepare kids today for the fight they are going to be taking on over the next few years and b

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jconsign213: I think it is wise for us to prepare kids today for the fight they are going to be taking on over the next few years and b

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @jconsign213 I agree! Before my daughter walked out we had a great conversation about why students were walking α

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: #macrosw https://t.co/hgitAdxJub

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: A2. I might have addressed this in my other tweets. I think working and living for justice by voting with votes, feet, dollar…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @jconsign213 I agree! Before my daughter walked out we had a great conversation about why students were walking α

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @jconsign213 Knowing what you believe is the first step towards activism. #MacroSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW I think this generation of kids are going to be great leaders in the future!

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
@WilsonBadiah I couldn't agree more. These student leaders are paving the way to a bright future for all of us. #marchforourlives #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: #MarchforOurLives has always been a youth-led movement. For the more seasoned volunteers like me, the goal was alw to...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q3 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
I like this quote because of what it captures. I dislike the quote because it leaves out my future as a near 60-year-old woman. My women's rig matter too - not more and maybe not the same but we are not invisible or voiceless! #macrosw https://t.co/pAZS6HFfWQ

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
I like this quote because of what it captures. I dislike the quote because it leaves out my future as a near 60-year-old woman. My women's rig matter too - not more and maybe not the same but we are not invisible or voiceless! #macrosw... https://t.co/OV82YymsTm

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A2 Honestly, I struggle sometimes in explaining all of this to my young children, boys ages 6 & 8...if anyone has any good resources they kno that age-range and explaining social concerns, please share! #macrosw

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A2: Years ago, I worked with a group of youth and adult allies to open a teen center. The youth identified the lack of safe spaces to hangout ar have support as a problem & worked to address it. #MacroSW https://t.co/kRrmNEuFWV

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
What role did terminology play in planning and organizing the event? #MacroSW https://t.co/XC13eEeDn1e

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mcoconis: I like this quote because of what it captures. I dislike the quote because it leaves out my future as a near 60-year-old woma...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A2: Years ago, I worked with a group of youth and adult allies to open a teen center. The youth identified the lack of sa.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 Honestly, I struggle sometimes in explaining all of this to my young children, boys ages 6 & 8...if anyone has any g.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: I like this quote because of what it captures. I dislike the quote because it leaves out my future as a near 60-year-old woma...

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
A3: There was some conversation about what to call everyone - adults and kids? No, that wasn't right. We landed on supporters and student leaders. Terminology matters. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: @WilsonBadiah I couldn’t agree more. These student leaders are paving the way to a bright future for all of us. #marchforchange.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: What role did terminology play in planning and organizing the event? #MacroSW https://t.co/XC13eeDn1e

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: @WilsonBadiah I couldn’t agree more. These student leaders are paving the way to a bright future for all of us. #marchforchange.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 Honestly, I struggle sometimes in explaining all of this to my young children, boys ages 6 & 8...if anyone has any g.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: Some of our @mfolboston youth leaders were somehow able to simultaneously organize this march but also school walkouts... 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: A3: There was some conversation about what to call everyone - adults and kids? No, that wasn’t right. We landed on suppo...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A3: There was some conversation about what to call everyone - adults and kids? No, that wasn’t right. We landed on suppo...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A2: Years ago, I worked with a group of youth and adult allies to open a teen center. The youth identified the lack of sa.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Social Work Vocabulary: https://t.co/h6KNl9puov via @carthagecollege #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@karenzgoda Q3 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: A3: There was some conversation about what to call everyone - adults and kids? No, that wasn’t right. We landed on suppo...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Social Work Vocabulary: https://t.co/h6KNl9puov via @carthagecollege #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Social Work Vocabulary: https://t.co/h6KNl9puov via @carthagecollege #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
As adults, we worked on getting donations, training the youth in public speaking, how to write a business plan, bridging the gap with adults who are against the center. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: As adults, we worked on getting donations, training the youth in public speaking, how to write a business plan, bridging...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: A2: Years ago, I worked with a group of youth and adult allies to open a teen center. The youth identified the lack of sa.
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: As adults, we worked on getting donations, training the youth in public speaking, how to write a business plan, bridging

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Social Workers, Watch Your Language: https://t.co/uTkB1crDNe via @swhelpercom #MacroSW https://t.co/tEK0o5cMJ9

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @karenzgoda: Social Work Vocabulary: https://t.co/h6KNl9puov via @carthagecollege #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
I'm not trying to be as defensive as I sound. I would like it if we would do a chat on the contributions of older social workers. If not, maybe we consider it. I'm GRATEFUL > my students march, engage the statehouse, know their political/media/legislative profiles #MacroSW

Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz
A2: Allowing for them to have student-led movements and providing support and a safe space to discuss their opinions/frustrations #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
I'm not trying to be as defensive as I sound. I would like it if we would do a chat on the contributions of older social workers. If not, maybe we consider it. I'm GRATEFUL > my students march, engage the statehouse, know their political/media/legislative profiles #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: Social Work Vocabulary: https://t.co/h6KNl9puov via @carthagecollege #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A3 The kids were aware of some of the political terminology, but overall their conversations were informal. At the same time, they recognized the importance of their presence and commitment.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mcoconis: I'm not trying to be as defensive as I sound. I would like it if we would do a chat on the contributions of older social work...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A2: Allowing for them to have student-led movements and providing support and a safe space to discuss their opinions/

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @ShimonDCohen: As adults, we worked on getting donations, training the youth in public speaking, how to write a business plan, bridging

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
Q3: The way we speak about each other reflects how we think & feel about one another. I try to choose my words wisely & be thoughtful of the view & talk about others. Respect & dignity are key concerns for social workers, & these can be reflected in terminology. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: As adults, we worked on getting donations, training the youth in public speaking, how to write a business plan, bridging

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
We also never made a major decision without true youth leadership - not tokenism. We secured funding for stipends for youth while organizing to staff the center when we opened. It was a team effort for sure. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mcoconis Hi Michel It's Rachel. Email me and we'll get to work on this. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OSCAR_Myertz: A2: Allowing for them to have student-led movements and providing support and a safe space to discuss their opinions/

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A3 The kids were aware of some of the political terminology, but overall their conversations were informal. At

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: Q3: The way we speak about each other reflects how we think & feel about one another. I try to choose my words wisely l

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: Q3: The way we speak about each other reflects how we think & feel about one another. I try to choose my words wisely l

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also never made a major decision without true youth leadership - not tokenism. We secured funding for stipends fo you…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@mcoconis See this podcast: https://t.co/BSzAZYwbkB" Lessons learned from lifelong social activists" - cool oldsters and #socialworkers

#macroSW

Rebecca Simari @r_simari
Q3: Terminology isn't something I'd thought of before. But yes, of course, it matters. "Kids" = "just kids" = unimportant/unable to make their ow choices/unaware of what is "best" for them #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ShimonDCohen That's awesome!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A3 The kids were aware of some of the political terminology, but overall their conversations were informal. At

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: Q3: The way we speak about each other reflects how we think & feel about one another. I try to choose my words wisely l

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Thanks @poliSW @karenzgoda #MacroSW for inspiring so many great tweets about the March for Women's Lives, youth activism and social

In fact, off for training for Ohio Poor Peoples Campaign now! G'night all.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also never made a major decision without true youth leadership - not tokenism. We secured funding for stipends fo you…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Thanks @poliSW @karenzgoda #MacroSW for inspiring so many great tweets about the March for Women's Lives, youth activism and social

In fact, off for training for Ohio Poor Peoples Campaign now! G'night all.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @r_simari: Q3: Terminology isn't something I'd thought of before. But yes, of course, it matters. "Kids" = "just kids" = unimportant/una…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @r_simari: Q3: Terminology isn't something I'd thought of before. But yes, of course, it matters. "Kids" = "just kids" = unimportant/una…

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...3%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=5%2F3%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @mcoconis See this podcast: https://t.co/BSzAZYwbkB* Lessons learned from lifelong social activists" - cool oldsters and #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also never made a major decision without true youth leadership - not tokenism. We secured funding for stipends for you...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: Thanks @poliSW @karenzgoda #MacroSW for inspiring so many great tweets about the March for Women's Lives, youth act and...

Ginger Lerner-Wren @JudgeWren
RT @UBSSW: @mcoconis @acosaorg @stuckonsocialwork We have a soon-to-be-graduate that started a mobile food pantry: @SocialWork Desk Matt Sch...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OSCAR_Myerz Our school held an organized opportunity to march at the request of a group of organized students, provided supervision, and provided an alternative activity for students who didn’t want to participate. #macrows

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OSCAR_Myerz Our school held an organized opportunity to march at the request of a group of organized students, provided...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also never made a major decision without true youth leadership - not tokenism. We secured funding for stipends for you...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: @mcoconis @acosaorg @stuckonsocialwork We have a soon-to-be-graduate that started a mobile food pantry: @SocialWork Desk Matt Sch...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q4 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OSCAR_Myerz Our school held an organized opportunity to march at the request of a group of organized students, provided...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW @mcoconis That was a great one! #MacroSW

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @UBSSW: @mcoconis See this podcast: https://t.co/BSzAZYwbkB* Lessons learned from lifelong social activists" - cool oldsters and #macrosw
Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @spcummings: Here’s the story and pictures from #MarchForOurLives from Iowa City #MacroSW https://t.co/5Y9LiU6SYO

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many more. Their CEO - Mar Rafferty - will be @DoinTheWorkPod 's interview in July. #MacroSW

Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz
A3: I think it's important not to minimize the youth involved as just “kids.” Their opinions matter, especially when it effects their safety on a daily basis. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q4: What lessons did you learn from co-planning this event? #MacroSW https://t.co/UybfO9ccja

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many T...

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @UBSSW: @mcoconis @acosaorg @stuckonsocialwork We have a soon-to-be-graduate that started a mobile food pantry: @SocialWork!
Matt Sch...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q4: What lessons did you learn from co-planning this event? #MacroSW https://t.co/UybfO9ccja

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
I learned that some adults who I thought would be allies were actually not... and others I thought wouldn’t be turned out to be. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A3: I think it's important not to minimize the youth involved as just “kids.” Their opinions matter, especially when it...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many T...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many T...

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
Sorry for so many tweets but a quick story on this. #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: I learned that some adults who I thought would be allies were actually not… and others I thought wouldn’t be turned out!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: I learned that some adults who I thought would be allies were actually not… and others I thought wouldn’t be turned out!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

Bill Walsh @wmwub2019
A4: I cannot answer that because I was not involved, but I am interested in hearing responses from those who were there! #MacroSW

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
A4: As with most things in life, it's important to make sure it's the right fit. Do my skills, personality, and goals work well here? Knowing that was really helpful for everyone. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Good stuff! #Macrosw https://t.co/zgq8MRIFuP

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @ShimonDCohen: For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many T…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Go for it! #MacroSW https://t.co/LGsfx8sQJV

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @wmwub2019: A4: I cannot answer that because I was not involved, but I am interested in hearing responses from those who were there!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: A4: As with most things in life, it's important to make sure it's the right fit. Do my skills, personality, and goals wo…

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
A powerful businessman put it out publicly that he would block our youth center - “I don’t want these kids downtown pissing in alleys and writin buildings.” #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A powerful businessman put it out publicly that he would block our youth center - “I don’t want these kids downtown pis

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Good stuff! #Macrosw https://t.co/zgq8MRIFuP

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW I learned that the human race has come a long way, but we still have so very far to go!

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kimhokanson: A4: As with most things in life, it’s important to make sure it’s the right fit. Do my skills, personality, and goals work?

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A4: As with most things in life, it’s important to make sure it’s the right fit. Do my skills, personality, and goals work?

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @ShimonDCohen: For more on this model, I recommend checking out https://t.co/KL1tB7106m - they now run that center and have many T...

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
A4: It was really important for seasoned supporters to keep checking ourselves. Am I doing this b/c students want this? Serving my own need. Making sure students’ voices, visions, desires were front & center was vital & took practice for someone who’s used to leading! #macrosw

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
A4: I was reminded how powerful and beautiful youth empowerment and student voices are. When this first started, I felt that this time was somehow different. So glad it is. I have so much optimism for our future since it’s in these students’ hands. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
So important! #MacroSW https://t.co/lAr5GmsyBg

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kimhokanson: A4: I was reminded how powerful and beautiful youth empowerment and student voices are. When this first started, I felt..

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
Reluctantly, I reached out to him to see if he would be open to a mtg w/ us. He said he would, but demanded to meet at 7am. I told him the yo had school. He said school didn’t open at 7am. I said yeah, but they all ride the bus. He finally agreed to meet afterschool. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kimhokanson: A4: It was really important for seasoned supporters to keep checking ourselves. Am I doing this b/c students want this? S-

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A4: I was reminded how powerful and beautiful youth empowerment and student voices are. When this first started, I felt..

Todd Sage, LMSW, MAC @socialworksage
RT @karenzgoda: So important! #MacroSW https://t.co/lAr5GmsyBg

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: A4: I was reminded how powerful and beautiful youth empowerment and student voices are. When this first started, I felt.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 Progress is possible, and after decades of activism around #guncontrol, the young people found a way to bring it down to a matter of life or death. #Protect students not guns #macroSW https://t.co/Kccb2BCHBU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Reluctantly, I reached out to him to see if he would be open to a mtg w/ us. He said he would, but demanded to meet a
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @ShimonDCohen #MacroSW https://t.co/YtGDr5fVWX

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW I learbed that the human race has come a long way, but we still have so very far to go!

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen He and another major business leader came and met with two adults and two youth, ages 13 and 15. We presented our program. The youth addressed all of his concerns, emphasizing the need for a safe place for them hangout and learn. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @WilsonBadiah: A4: It was really important for seasoned supporters to keep checking ourselves. Am I doing this b/c students want this? S

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @ShimonDCohen: He and another major business leader came and met with two adults and two youth, ages 13 and 15. We presented ou program...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda Q5 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @ShimonDCohen: He and another major business leader came and met with two adults and two youth, ages 13 and 15. We presented ou program...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @karenzgoda: Q5 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @UBSSW: A4 Progress is possible, and after decades of activism around #guncontrol, the young people found a way to bring it down to a

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @ShimonDCohen: Reluctantly, I reached out to him to see if he would be open to a mtg w/ us. He said he would, but demanded to meet a

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @ShimonDCohen: He and another major business leader came and met with two adults and two youth, ages 13 and 15. We presented ou program...

kimhokanson @kimhokanson I have a new dog, and I want him to be a social worker like me. I really enjoyed the work of @K9FRinc, who brought their therapy dogs to supi the leaders and speakers backstage at this emotionally charged event. #macrosw https://t.co/PQORRc81VJ

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen At the end of the meeting, he said, "I came here with a prejudice, you've erased my prejudice. What can I do to help?" We were like 😞!!! He b our biggest supporter & directly helped us lobby the city council get a space! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @ShimonDCohen: At the end of the meeting, he said, "I came here with a prejudice, you've erased my prejudice. What can I do to help?"'

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @kimhokanson: I have a new dog, and I want him to be a social worker like me. I really enjoyed the work of @K9FRinc, who brought their.
Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz

A4: I didn’t necessarily co-plan the event, but I think making sure it’s the right fit for you is important. I’m sure there’s many roles one could take besides being a main planner of the event. I don’t see myself being a co-planner of an event but as a supporter 😊 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @ShimonDCohen: At the end of the meeting, he said, “I came here with a prejudice, you’ve erased my prejudice. What can I do to help?”

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @ShimonDCohen: At the end of the meeting, he said, “I came here with a prejudice, you’ve erased my prejudice. What can I do to help?”

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

@ShimonDCohen #MacroSW https://t.co/vxF6plp5RJ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @kimhokanson: I have a new dog, and I want him to be a social worker like me. I really enjoyed the work of @K9FRinc, who brought their

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen

@karenzgoda I honestly learned a major lesson because I had been biased in my thinking that someone like this wouldn’t help and even meeting with him was a waste of time! #MacroSW

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213

A4: I live in a rural area with lots of proud and serious gun owners. One of them explained to me that he feels gun control is not going to stop violence. Only systemic change will do that. This is a longer discussion, but since this is the topic tonight... #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A4: I didn’t necessarily co-plan the event, but I think making sure it’s the right fit for you is important. I’m sure there’s many roles one could take besides being a main planner of the event. I don’t see myself being a co-planner of an event but as a supporter 😊 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@ShimonDCohen macroSW - glad there is a happy ending here! congrats on the sound process! https://t.co/s7Ez2P8CJF

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

Q5: What recommendations do you have for others who want to do social activism work with youth? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A4: I didn’t necessarily co-plan the event, but I think making sure it’s the right fit for you is important. I’m sure there’s many roles one could take besides being a main planner of the event. I don’t see myself being a co-planner of an event but as a supporter 😊 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @kimhokanson: I have a new dog, and I want him to be a social worker like me. I really enjoyed the work of @K9FRinc, who brought their

kimhokanson @kimhokanson

A5: It’s important to make sure that you & your teammates are a good fit for one another since you’ll be spending many hours together under pressure. Transparency, honesty, & willingness to have hard conversations can bring about really transformative change. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I honestly learned a major lesson because I had been biased in my thinking that someone like this wouldn’t help...
kimhokanson @kimhokanson

A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people’s talents and voices. But I think it’s innate in social workers before any training. So my main takeaway in working with youth is to listen, learn, offer help, and support in ways they want. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcumings

@ShimonDCohen And that’s is how you do it! Thank you for the thread, @ShimonDCohen !#MacroSW https://t.co/JRvogyB1R

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @jconsign213: A4: I live in a rural area with lots of proud and serious gun owners. One of them explained to me that he feels gun cont…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @UBSSW: @ShimonDCohen #macroSW -glad there is a happy ending here! congrats on the sound process! https://t.co/s7Ez2P8CJF

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @kimhokanson: A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people’s talents and voices. But I think it’s innate in soci…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @karenzgoda: Q5: What recommendations do you have for others who want to do social activism work with youth? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @kimhokanson: A5: It’s important to make sure that you & your teammates are a good fit for one another since you’ll be spending many h…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @spcumings: @ShimonDCohen And that’s is how you do it! Thank you for the thread, @ShimonDCohen !#MacroSW https://t.co/JRvogyB1R

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen

@karenzgoda Yes, it was so powerful! People should check out this website from Youth ERA for info on being an adult ally: https://t.co/BONbAIs2V8 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @kimhokanson: A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people’s talents and voices. But I think it’s innate in soci…

Rebecca Simari @r_simari

A5: let them take the lead. Offer support and guidance where appropriate, but let them make it their own #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

A5 Pay attention to gender inclusion! #MacroSW #Intersectionality #Race #Class #Ableism #Inclusion https://t.co/bwefamNCEm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda Yes, it was so powerful! People should check out this website from Youth ERA for info on being an adult

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @r_simari: A5: let them take the lead. Offer support and guidance where appropriate, but let them make it their own #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@jconsign213 We’ve done a number of chat on gun reform. You can find the transcripts on the blog https://t.co/xDXgLQamZ. It is also the to…

an upcoming article chat partner @porndaughter wrote for The New Social Worker Magazine https://t.co/hSytOD7Tkc . #MacroSW
Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@UBSSW Thank you! I honestly feel it was the best work I've ever been involved with! #MacroSW

NSWM @TheNSWM
@StuckonSW Thanks for thinking of us, Sean. #SocialWorkersLead #MacroSW #NSWM29

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda Yes, it was so powerful! People should check out this website from Youth ERA for info on being an adult

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q5: What recommendations do you have for others who want to do social activism work with youth? #MacroSW

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
The @UN has done a better job of including youth outside of tokenism. I loved being involved with Team He for She ❤️ #MacroSW @UNYouthEnvoy @UN4Youth @UNDP4Youth @undp

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen That's awesome!! #MacroSW https://t.co/yTKkTX6n46

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kimhokanson: A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people's talents and voices. But I think it's innate in soci…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @r_simari: A5: let them take the lead. Offer support and guidance where appropriate, but let them make it their own #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @r_simari: A5: let them take the lead. Offer support and guidance where appropriate, but let them make it their own #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DrKristie: The @UN has done a better job of including youth outside of tokenism. I loved being involved with Team He for She ❤️ #Macr

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A5 Pay attention to gender inclusion! #MacroSW #Intersectionality #Race #Class #Ableism #Inclusion https://t.co/bwefamNCE

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/guI378fRd1

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A5: It's important to make sure that you & your teammates are a good fit for one another since you'll be spending many h…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people's talents and voices. But I think it's innate in soci…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @jconsign213 We've done a number of chat on gun reform. You can find the transcripts on the blog https://t.co/xDXgDLqaE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: A5: Social workers are trained to support and empower other people's talents and voices. But I think it's innate in soci…
Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz
A5: Make sure as adults we don’t take over the movement. If it’s meant to be led by students, then allow them to join other students in solidarity while providing support and validation for their efforts #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/WJw0lvU8Kv

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda Yes, it was so powerful! People should check out this website from Youth ERA for info on being an adult ally

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/gul378fRd1

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: A5: It’s important to make sure that you & your teammates are a good fit for one another since you’ll be spending many hours together. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A5: Make sure as adults we don’t take over the movement. If it’s meant to be led by students, then allow them to join other students in solidarity while providing support and validation for their efforts

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @r_simari: A5: let them take the lead. Offer support and guidance where appropriate, but let them make it their own #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@ShimonDCohen @UBSSW You’re dointhe work too! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A5: Make sure as adults we don’t take over the movement. If it’s meant to be led by students, then allow them to join other students in solidarity while providing support and validation for their efforts

Bill Walsh @wmwub2019
Q5: Perhaps this is stating the obvious, but since there seems to be so much skepticism concerning the value of technology in social work, I would recommend that one does not discard the notion of using technology (especially social media) too quickly. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A5 Pay attention to gender inclusion! #MacroSW #Intersectionality #Race #Class #Ableism #Inclusion https://t.co/bwefamNCEm

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
A5: Listen to them, for real. Let it be their fight, because it is. Support them. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @jconsign213 We've done a number of chats on gun reform. You can find the transcripts on the blog https://t.co/3DXgE

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @UBSSW Thank you! I honestly feel it was the best work I've ever been involved with! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @wmwub2019: Q5: Perhaps this is stating the obvious, but since there seems to be so much skepticism concerning the value of technology in social work, I would recommend that one does not discard the notion of using technology (especially social media) too quickly. #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen, LCSW @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda Thank you! I tell that story to my students (sometimes... probably should make sure to always tell it) #MacroSW

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...3%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=5%2F3%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @jconsign213: A5: Listen to them, for real. Let it be their fight, because it is. Support them. #MacroSW  

kimhokanson @kimhokanson  
@wmwub2019 That's really interesting; could you elaborate on that? #macrosw  

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah  
#MacroSW A5 Listen to what they have to say. Let them take the lead with guidance. Validate them. Encourage their vision and help them to be successful.  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @ShimonDCohen @UBSSW You're #dointhework too! #macrosw  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @ShimonDCohen @UBSSW You're #dointhework too! #macrosw  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @wmwub2019: Q5: Perhaps this is stating the obvious, but since there seems to be so much skepticism concerning the value of technology…  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @ShimonDCohen: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/WJw0IvU8Ky  

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213  
A5: Also, let the females take the lead whenever possible. #MacroSW  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A5: Make sure as adults we don’t take over the movement. If it’s meant to be led by students, then allow them to join on!  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A5 Listen to what they have to say. Let them take the lead with guidance. Validate them. Encourage their vision…  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
I would make this a handout/podcast/twitter moment so you can share it easily! #MacroSW https://t.co/HBpYZ5vOOU  

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @karenzgoda: I would make this a handout/podcast/twitter moment so you can share it easily! #MacroSW https://t.co/HBpYZ5vOOU  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
@wmwub2019 @officialmacrosw @karenzgoda So obvious a point in this space, but important to say it! Even among "the converted" Thanks #macroSW  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @jconsign213: A5: Listen to them, for real. Let it be their fight, because it is. Support them. #MacroSW  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
@jconsign213 #MacroSW https://t.co/xjMBvGP1Ho  

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...3%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=5%2F3%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
TIME COME⏰ @lana_finikin
RT @DrKristie: The @UN has done a better job of including youth outside of tokenism. I loved being involved with Team He for She ❤️ #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: A5 Listen to what they have to say. Let them take the lead with guidance. Validate them. Encourage their vision... #MacroSW

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
In Boston #MarchForOurLives, it was really important to include as many marginalized voices as possible in leadership. #macrosw https://t.co/gzLTAYYIxr

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: I would make this a handout/podcast/twitter moment so you can share it easily! #MacroSW https://t.co/HBpYZ5vOOU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jconsign213: A5: Also, let the females take the lead whenever possible. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @jconsign213 #MacroSW https://t.co/xJMBvGP1Ho

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @wmwub2019 @officialmacrosw @karenzgoda So obvious a point in this space, but important to say it! Even among "the converted" Th...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: In Boston #MarchForOurLives, it was really important to include as many marginalized voices as possible in leadership. #

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kimhokanson: In Boston #MarchForOurLives, it was really important to include as many marginalized voices as possible in leadership. #

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: In Boston #MarchForOurLives, it was really important to include as many marginalized voices as possible in leadership. #

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: A4: It was really important for seasoned supporters to keep checking ourselves. Am I doing this b/c students want this? S...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: A5: Make sure as adults we don't take over the movement. If it's meant to be led by students, then allow them to join oth...

Samantha @samapied
Thank you for this conversation! #MacroSW #uclamsw203C

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Eight Successful Youth Engagement Approaches: https://t.co/SO4LwtlpKb via @TeenHealthGov #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Some very heartening advice, examples, new resources - thank you, @ShimonDCohen for the story you shared, and a BIG thank you to @kimhokanson for giving us your lessons learned. #macroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB
Jennifer Elkins @DrJEikins
RT @karenzgoda: Anti-Oppression Principles and Practices: https://t.co/hY6RDsJsnc #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Some very heartening advice, examples, new resources - thank you, @ShimonDCohen for the story you shared, and a BIG thank you to...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Eight Successful Youth Engagement Approaches: https://t.co/SO4LwtlpKb via @TeenHealthGov #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Good night 😊 🌿 #MacroSW!

Sarah. @OSCAR_Myerz
Thanks everyone! Have a good night #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special thank you to @kimhokanson for joining and sharing with us tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/oE6CcnsJ3

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW Next Week: @porndaughter hosting on #socialwork being named the best career against automation! https://t.co/UBniGGuYyF

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
This was fun; thanks for all the great thoughts and stories. And thanks for all you do. Social workers are amazing. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW Next Week: @porndaughter hosting on #socialwork being named the best career against automation! https://t.co/UBniGGuYyF

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Thanks for another informative chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/c947uuJbcn

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Special thank you to @kimhokanson for joining and sharing with us tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/oE6CcnsJ3

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Eight Successful Youth Engagement Approaches: https://t.co/SO4LwtlpKb via @TeenHealthGov #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kimhokanson: This was fun; thanks for all the great thoughts and stories. And thanks for all you do. Social workers are amazing. #ma...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good night from warm and drizzly #Buffalo! Hope to see everyone next week- #macroSW https://t.co/Bf57ZX7gKF

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
Thanks for all you do, @karenzgoda! #macrosw

Peggy L. Swails @pLSwalls
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW Next Week: @porndaughter hosting on #socialwork being named the best career against automation! https://t.co/UBniG…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
See you next week!! #MacroSW #MayThe4thBeWithYou

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @samapied: Thank you for this conversation! #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Some very heartening advice, examples,new resources - thank you, @ShimonDCohen for the story you shared, and a BIG th…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Good night 😊 #MacroSW!

kimhokanson @kimhokanson
Thanks for all you do, @karenzgoda! #macrosw https://t.co/4tMIK7z2OO

NSWM @TheNSWM
Due to a generous sponsor, we have a few complimentary #NSWM29 conference passes available. If you're a #student or emerging #leader v able to make it to #SanDiego June 14-15th, email us at info@socialworkmanager.org to find out more details. #macrosw #socialworkerslead

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OSCAR_Myerz: Thanks everyone! Have a good night #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thank you for joining us tonight. We'll be back next Thursday at 9 PM EST. The topic will be Social Work: A Career for Our Times with @porndaughterGood hosting. Good night everyone. #MacroSW

Juliette Consigny @jconsign213
Good night! Thanks for the chat. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kimhokanson: This was fun; thanks for all the great thoughts and stories. And thanks for all you do. Social workers are amazing. #ma…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Thanks for another informative chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/c947uuJbcm

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Good night from warm and drizzly #Buffalo! Hope to see everyone next week- #macroSW https://t.co/Bf57ZX7gKF
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